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I would like to propose that critical infrastructure studies allows us to
better understand the cultural lives of nineteenth-century theatrical

repertoires. Infrastructures are often conceived as “the ambient environ-
ment of everyday life”: unremarkable as long as they function as they
should.1 Facilitating those circulations and exchanges that compose the
humdrum background of everyday life, infrastructures are the material
structures (roads, railways, ships) and immaterial systems (civic adminis-
tration, finance, supply chains) that enable the mobility of people, goods
and capital. Their mundane inconspicuousness thus contrasts with their
typically colossal scale. The supposed invisibility of infrastructure is con-
tingent on one’s access to the services they provide, however. Substantial
research in the Global South has shown particularly forcefully that infra-
structures are highly stratified “living systems,”2 which reinforce “splin-
tered” forms of social and spatial organization.3 Access to infrastructure
is bound up with inclusion in the polity as a citizen, and vice versa:4

(a lack of) connection to a grid can reinforce the vulnerability of less
privileged communities or serve as a vector for biopolitical violence.5

Certainly, we should not foreclose opportunities for human agency.
Infrastructural processes are diversified, enlivened, and determined by
the ways in which individuals and communities consciously and creatively
interact with them: siphoning off water from the mains, etc. Nevertheless,
this does not alter their unequal opportunities to engage with, or
influence, the conditions infrastructures create.

Nineteenth-century theatrical repertoires functioned in analogous
ways. By the late century, the term “repertoire” no longer denoted a sin-
gle actor’s or musician’s customary stock of parts or tunes, but a “wider
body of work, [. . . not] tied to one person.”6 More than simply a store
of familiar and popular plays, which might be grouped by genre,
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playwright, or other thematic criteria, these repertoires were “multiple
circulating recombinative discourses of intelligibility.”7 Through processes of
circulation, reiteration, revision, and citation, patterns of symbol, form,
speech, and music became taken-for-granted conditions of performance:
tacitly understood and routine until turning-point innovations revealed
them in a new light. Repertoire was thus a means of habituating
audiences to encoded cultural meanings, even while dramas contested
political principles and social norms. Particularly as the uptick of theater
construction and expansion of theatrical touring saw anglophone theater
become an increasingly globalized phenomenon in the latter decades of
the nineteenth century, its implicitly understood repertoire operated
across vast distances and on an enormous scale. Again, like material-
technical infrastructures, however, it undergirded radically uneven
relations of power between spaces and communities.

Not only a system through which anglophone culture was transmit-
ted over space and time, repertoire projected and popularized coded
interpretations of intercultural or geographic relations onto new territo-
ries. Crucially, it reinforced racialized stereotypes that underpinned
assumptions about white superiority central to contemporary justifica-
tions of imperialism, which hardened around biological race theories
from the 1860s on.8 Added to the fact that anglophone drama saturated
colonial markets in contexts where European expatriates were socially,
but not numerically, dominant, we can see that the geographic and
cultural spread of this repertoire involved a range of “suppressions, sub-
stitutions, and coercions” in line with practices of colonial occupation
and emergent settler nationalisms.9

Nineteenth-century dramas were thus encoded with asymmetric pat-
terns of belonging and inclusion, proximity and distance, that we see
reinforced by infrastructure; however, practitioners’ reinterpretation of
individual dramas for far-distant audiences, living under different con-
texts of occupation and oppression, also allowed for the importation of
a raft of alternative political and social inflections. Recent important
works in theater history have recovered how transnational practices of
theatrical touring held a double potential to reinforce a conservative sta-
tus quo or to enact forms of dissent, as performances of British theater by
diverse actors across metropolitan and peripheral stages enabled non-
white peoples to enact alternative collectivities.10 Analogous to
AbdouMaliq Simone’s people as infrastructure concept, then, “interactions
among bodies and materials” in traveling productions challenge our
understanding of cultural circulation, exchange, and elision within and
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beyond imperial boundaries, and “[engender] new constellations of
sense and capacity.”11

There is, at present, no unified consensus among theater historians
about how repertoire should be defined or studied. This causes scholars
to variously redraw the spatial coordinates of transnational cultural tran-
sit: repertoire is cast alternatively as something bounded and sacred or
wantonly flexible. Certainly, for minority or disappearing cultures, reper-
toire has urgent political stakes. Still, if we consider repertoire as a corpo-
real repository of cultural memory, anterior to historically white practices
of documentation—as important works by Diana Taylor and Joseph
Roach have done—it tends to position repertoire as a more or less passive
record of the past, commanding a degree of historical reverence.12

Instead, how would conceptualizing theatrical repertoire as an imagina-
tive infrastructure help us understand its cultural legacies in our own day?
Theorizing imaginative infrastructures as systems and processes through
which political meanings and social and spatial identities were deliber-
ately shaped and communicated signals the direct entanglement of the
arts with contemporary dynamics of colonial power and political resis-
tance. I would argue that we should study repertoire as a means of
actively communicating and managing meaning, thus “account[ing] for
[the] knowledge, technique, and sophistication” of practitioners, and
addressing the fundamental instability of meaning itself.13
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